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To-do list: Supervisor Jacob outlined priorities in her State of the County speech.
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More firefighting muscle is
coming to the backcountry.
Supervisor Jacob, fire officials
and others recently broke ground
on a new fire station in the rural
community of Boulevard.
The facility will serve a 78square-mile area that is at high
risk of wildfire much of the year.
“This is not only a big step for
our community, it’s an important
step for the broader region,” said
the Supervisor. “This $3.5 million project is the latest demonstration of the county’s commitment to beefing up fire and emergency medical services in our
rural areas.”
When finished, perhaps as
soon as late this year, it will be
the 16th rural fire station built or
expanded since the creation of
the county Fire Authority in
2008.
The nearly 8,000-square-foot
station is expected to be shared
by a Cal Fire crew and Fire Authority volunteers. The teamwork
will help improve fire and emergency medical response times.
Over the past decade, the
county has invested more than
$285 million to improve fire protection, including buying new
engines and improving the region’s communications system.
“These initiatives are aimed at
better protecting people and
property the next time a major
wildfire hits — and another one
will hit someday,” said Jacob.
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Speech
Continued from Page 1

the County tradition, she bestowed the
county’s Guardian of the Water
Award. This year’s recipient: San Diego philanthropist Darlene Shiley.
Shiley is among those who know
first-hand the pain of losing family
members to Alzheimer's disease,
which has reached epidemic levels
across the region.
Key excerpts from the 35-minute
speech:
On our aging population
A seismic shift is under way. The
number of San Diego County residents living long into their 70s and
80s and older is surging. By 2030, the
number of people who are at least 75
years old is expected to triple, rapidly
outpacing the growth in the rest of the
population.
This huge shift will test our communities and county government, our
homes and hospitals, our public policies and personal lives.
I’d like to say we’re prepared. We
are not.
Status of the county’s advocacy
program for seniors
Just as the need for oversight (of
senior care facilities) is growing, and
will continue to rise, the program has
been shrinking. Officials in Sacramento stripped it of state funding in
2009, and the number of full-time
advocates in our county has dropped
from eight to four.
No question about it -- we’re going
in the wrong direction.
That’s why I’ll be asking this board
in the next few weeks to consider fully restoring the program. We need
more eyes and ears in the field.
Industry yardstick?
Some long-term care facilities are
doing a good job. But how would the
public know? How would families
looking for a caring home know
which ones are doing right by their
residents?

State of the County: The Supervisor spoke in the County Operations Center chamber (top); honored Darlene Shiley (lower left); Julian High senior George Keane lead the flag salute (lower right).

Last week, I met with a group of
owners and managers of assisted living homes. They agreed to work together, and with the county, to come
up with more ways to help families
find a good home. Or, at least, how to
help them avoid the bad ones.
Special prosecution team
The District Attorney and I are
moving to create a special prosecution
unit that would crack down on assisted living homes operating on the
wrong side of the law.
This team would put more muscle
and public visibility into our efforts to
watchdog these facilities. We want to
make it absolutely clear that abuse
and neglect will not be tolerated.

Impact of Alzheimer’s
Alzheimer's isn't just about losing
your memory. It’s a killer. The death
rate from Alzheimer’s in San Diego
County is among the highest in California. Higher than in Los Angeles or
Sacramento or San Francisco counties.
It has reached epidemic levels. In
our region, it has climbed from the
fifth leading cause of death to the third.
More than 60,000 people in San Diego County have the disease. That
number is expected to double in the
next 15 years.
Aging Summit
Darlene is among those who understand that taking care of a loved one
with Alzheimer’s can take a heavy toll
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on your own mental and physical
health. It’s not unusual for caregivers
to struggle with their own well-being.
How to help the helpers will be a
focus of the upcoming San Diego
County Aging Summit. I’ve asked that
the June 12 gathering, which I’m cochairing with Supervisor Cox, include
an emphasis on those with Alzheimer’s and their caregivers.
Care and cure
I want to bring our best and brightest together in one room to map out
our next steps on the disease. Researchers, caregivers, experts with the
Alzheimer’s Association and others. I
want to gather them together and ask
them to help craft a regional game
plan for tackling Alzheimer’s.
I’m calling this initiative The Alzheimer’s Project, and I’d like this special task force to meet within a few
weeks, and to come forward with recommendations before the end of the
year.
Boost rural economy
I also want to help bring the craft
beer boom to our backcountry. The
San Diego area has become one of the
great beer capitals of the world. The
county is looking at ways to make it
easier to open a microbrewery and
other farm-related businesses in our
outback, with the aim of creating jobs
and boosting tourism.
The way Julian is known for its apple pie, the backcountry should be
known for its brews.
Power of choice
I believe the time is ripe to take a
hard look at community choice aggregation. That’s a fancy term for a simple goal -- to free up consumers and
provide them with energy options.
Community choice aggregation
programs allow communities to band
together to buy and sell electricity on
behalf of ratepayers.
Full text of the speech and video are
posted on www.diannejacob.com
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Problem solved
A series about issues raised and resolved in District 2

County fixes bumpy ride in Bostonia
The problem: Badly cracked,
aging asphalt on three cul-de-sacs in
the Bostonia area, just north of El
Cajon.
The asphalt on Irene, King Kelly
and Prince Ivan courts was so worn
that it made for bumpy, hazardous
driving.
Parents worried their children
would trip over the cracks and buckled surface and get injured.
Longtime residents Mark and Linda Hibbert reached out to Supervisor
Jacob for help.
The solution: The Supervisor
worked with the county Department
of Public Works to fix the problem.
Only a few weeks after the Hibberts raised the issue, public works

The latest...
Upcoming District 2 events, issues
• Veterans services
The Board of Supervisors is expected in March to weigh a proposal
to place county Veterans Services
volunteers in outlying county libraries.
The goal is to better reach veterans
who are seeking assistance but live in

crews resurfaced all three cul-desacs.
The response: In a letter to Supervisor Jacob, Mark Hibbert wrote:
“Let me say that even though I am
not a hard guy to please, I am a hard
guy to impress.
“From you to the last worker finishing a job well done, (everyone)
has been very courteous, professional and efficient.
“Please consider me well impressed with the mutual efforts of
everyone involved.”
Have a problem that needs county
attention? Email:
dianne.jacob@sdcounty.ca.gov

remote areas.
• Butterfly Pavilion
March 21, 1 p.m.: Supervisor Jacob
and others will mark the opening of a
butterfly exhibit at Water Conservation Garden next to Cuyamaca College, 12122 Cuyamaca College Dr.
West.
For more information on District 2,
go to: www.diannejacob.com
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Coffee with Constituents
Questions, concerns or ideas
about your county government or
community? Join Supervisor
Jacob at an upcoming coffee:
Thursday, Feb. 27, 8:30 a.m.
Ramona Town Hall
729 Main St, Ramona

In print:
Fill out form and send it to Supervisor Jacob, 1600 Pacific Highway, San
Diego, CA 92101 or fax it to 619-696-7253.

Thursday, March 27, 8:30 a.m.
Barrett Junction Café
1020 Barrett Lake Rd, Dulzura
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